
APPENDIX 3 

Report to Quorn Parish Council 

Progress on establishing a Community Interest Company 

The Quorn Neighbourhood Plan which was approved in May 2019 lead to a variety of Community 

Actions that the Council (QPC) were keen to see progressed but outside of their direct responsibility. 

After some discussion, it was agreed that the way forward was to establish a Community Interest 

Company (CIC) which would be able to raise money outside of the constraints that apply to public 

bodies from such sources as Landfill and Aggregate taxes and other forms of donation. 

The Council had identified actions on footpaths, cycle ways and tourism and communications among 

the priorities and Brian Waters (Chair), Carolyn Skilling (Secretary) and Neil Parr (Treasurer) have 

worked to set up the CIC. After some discussion with Companies House over the name, it is now 

registered as Quorn Village Community Interest Company. A meeting is arranged in March to open a 

bank account with Barclays plc. The contribution of £500 by QPC towards the footpath initiative will 

be deposited there. 

It is envisaged that the CIC will be able to support any local initiatives as a vehicle to manage the 

fundraising and the funds as donors usually require an established corporate body with a separate 

bank account. The first initiative is for footpaths but the CIC is available now for any other relevant 

ideas arising from the Community Actions. 

The details of the way that these will be managed needs to be finalised but the initial Community 

Actions have small teams previously identified and some form of formal relationship will need to be 

agreed as to how funding will be raised and projects managed on a case by case basis. 

Some village consultative meetings were arranged late in 2019, initially on footpaths but extended to 

include cycle ways as there is interest in progressing these as well. The primary concern was to 

enhance safety for cyclists within the village.  

The CIC is now required to report progress to the Planning Committee of QPC and a brief report went 

to their last meeting. 

  



Appendix 1 

Community Action on Footpaths 

TTCA4 which was identified by the parish Council as one of the priorities: 

• The Parish Council in conjunction with Leicestershire County Council and Charnwood 

Borough Council will encourage the introduction of directional signage for pedestrian routes 

to and from the village centre 

although it also is relevant to TTCA2 which has not been prioritised: 

• The Parish Council would welcome the opportunity to work with Charnwood Borough 

Council, Leicestershire County Council and local businesses to encourage residents and 

employees to reduce car usage and encourage residents and employees to use public 

transport, footpaths and cycle ways and be proactive in promoting their use 

A survey of existing footpaths and signage within the village boundary was undertaken and a report 

identifying where improvements to the signage could be made was produced in July 2019. This had 

an initial estimate of costs. This was put forward to Leicestershire County Council (LCC) who suggested 

that the costs ought to be higher and it is now estimated to be about £5,000, subject to a feasibility 

study and the extent to which new signage is agreed. LCC would be able to undertake the study for 

£500 – the sum which QPC has generously provided. LCC insist that they cannot fund any of this. 

Following this, LCC raised an objection based on Government guidance aimed at limiting road signage 

but after some exchanges of e-mails they have finally agreed – for now anyway. 

The next stage, once the bank account is opened is to let LCC undertake a feasibility study. 

 

Brian Waters 

20th February 2020 

 


